
System	mezzanine
Use	spaces	–	with	system



Effective use of space increases storage capacity, reduces costs and improves logistical processes.  
The system mezzanine from SCHULTE Lagertechnik enables you to install additional mezzanine levels in  
warehouses – variably expandable without structural changes to the building, statically secured by  
structural standards.

Thanks to its modular construction and a variety of span widths up to 10 m, our system mezzanine  
allows  for a rapid response to new requirements in size, load capacity and design for the warehouse 
space. Your spatial resources are thus used optimally.

Properties

� Load capacity up to 1,200 kg/m²,  higher capacity 
possible

� Column height up to 12 m

� Span widths up to 10 m,  when using cold-rolled 
main beams

� Higher loads and span widths possible by  
combining cold and warm-rolled system profiles

� Cold-rolled system profiles with heights from  
250 to 450 mm

� Standard RAL colours 1004, 5010, 7035, 7016,  
other colours possible

� Platform coverings: chipboard, grating or steel 
panels in different varieties

� Stairs and loading station according to individual 
requirements

» Increase storage capacity – 
 individual	and	expandable	at	any	time



The central storage of all spare parts in 
one place optimises picking routes.

Three storeys, 1.700 MULTIplus250 shelves, 765 m² storage area 
– the system mezzanine from SCHULTE Lagertechnik

The challenge
A device and system engineer in the sector of environmental technology commissioned us  
with planning its new spare parts warehouse. Due to a lack of capacity, too long order picking 
times and a steadily rising need for storage for spare parts, a logistically flexible solution was 
requested. When our rack specialists analysed the requirements on site, we identified a  
warehouse based on a system mezzanine, shelf storage and pallet racks as the ideal solution for 
the individual requirements. 

The problem Our solution

Maximum storage space in a 265 m²  
mezzanine space

n	 Three-storey system mezzanine with 765 m²  
storage area, plus the use of shelf storage 
and pallet racks 

Reduce picking times n	  Central storage of all spare parts in one place

n	 Storage of fast movers on the ground floor

Crea a flexible solution n	  Use of SCHULTE Lagertechnik’s Plug-in  
system with 1,700 MULTIplus250 shelves  
for maximum shelf areas and high loading 
capacity

Improve warehouse security n	 Locking of the system mezzanine and  
controlled access with fence, lockable  
doors and a sliding door

PROJECT STORY amazing ...

» Reference example Device	and	system	engineers



Stairs 
according to individual 
requirements 

Standard colours for  
system profiles and columns

The details

» The SCHULTE system mezzanine is an 
ideal solution for new capacity in limit-
ed mezzanine areas. It is tailored to indi-
vidual requirements by means of system 
elements such as system profiles, transfer 
stations and stairs. «

Three storeys, 1.700 MULTIplus250 shelves, 765 m² storage area 
– the system mezzanine from SCHULTE Lagertechnik

System profiles 
for construction heights 
from 250-450 mm

The result
The surface area could be optimised through effective use  
of spatial height. Picking routes were minimised and an  
expandable, future-proof warehouse solution was achieved.  
Large storage reserves could be created already during the  
first expansion stage achieved due to the additional space 
gained.

n	 storage capacity: 765 m² on a 265 m² mezzanine space

n	 surface dimensions of the system mezzanine: 16.5 x 16 m

n	 storey heights (upper edge):  
1st storey: 3.000 mm, 2nd storey: 5.700 mm

n	process optimisation due to shortened search times and  
walking routes 

n	 access control through lockable storage system

n	 time for planning, construction and assembly on site: 
approx. 8 weeks in total

Transfer station 
for storing and relocating warehouse goods

... from the pros! 

» Reference example Device	and	system	engineers



The system mezzanine from SCHULTE Lagertechnik opens up heights of up to 12 metres – the entire 
spatial volume of your warehouse is opened up logistically and made accessible. Useful space and 
storage space increase while the mezzanine space stays the same.

Briefly and concisely –  
your benefits:
Optimal use of space

n	flexible application areas due to free-standing  
construction

n	opening up of new storage areas through multi- 
storey construction and exploitation of the entire 
spatial volume

n	 conversion and expansion are always possible,  
thus new warehouse locations can be opened up.   
Your warehouse is flexibly adaptable

Variable storage space

n	 supporting subsequent expansion or  
conversion measures through standardised, 
interchangeable modular system parts

n	 subsequent adaptations of the load carrying 
capacity possible

n	design of the warehouse according to  
individual requirements by means of a  
variety of span widths up to 10 m

Construction for individual  
requirements

n	 capacity dependent on warehouse goods 
from 250 to 1,200 kg/m² 

n	by combining cold-rolled system profiles  
with warm-rolled beams, much higher  
capacities could also be made possible

n	 cold-rolled main and side beams made  
from profile steel, high-quality powder  
coated or galvanised; through various  
material strengths, the system mezzanine is  
adapted to your individual requirements  
and the warehouse situation

n	 stable connection of main beams and side 
beams by means of system perforation,  
system connection and additional beading

n	 various design options thanks to system  
profiles with system perforation 

»  Useful space and storage space  
in three dimensions

�� For more information on system mezzanines from 
SCHULTE Lagertechnik - scan this QR code! ‹‹SCHULTE Lagertechnik - scan this QR code! ‹‹



» Best advice 
	 from	the	idea	to	the	finished	warehouse

Experience, skill and close contact with customers are our strengths. Our highly qualified  
rack specialists will advise you directly on site – prompt, individual and fair.  Sector-specific  
warehousing and logistics concepts that meet your requirements in all process phases from  
a single source:

Analysis
Our warehouse experts recognize your requirements.

Planning
We skilfully accompany you from the concept to the creation of a CAD visualisation.

Implementation
SCHULTE Lagertechnik makes your plans a reality – from production to assembly through to the 
final warehouse acceptance.

Service
Our approved racking inspectors check your racking systems – for safety, value retention and 
optimisation.


